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Listen and complete the 
dialogue.

Leigh: Hi Dong-sun. I 

(1)  you 

went to the Marvelous Marvin 

Magic Show on the weekend. 

How (2)  it?

Dong-sun: Um, it was good—I think.

Leigh: (3)  you see the Flying Man act?

Dong-sun: Well, he started that act (4)  I (5)  

the show guide. I didn’t see much.

Leigh: Really? Well, what about the Vanishing Vampire act?

Dong-sun: Oh, I (6)  my popcorn just before that act started. I was 

picking it all up from the floor (7)  it was happening.

Leigh: OK. Well you must’ve (8)  the Exploding Elevator!

Dong-sun: Exploding Elevator? I don’t remember that one. Maybe I was sleeping 

(9)  that (10)  of the show …

Leigh: You didn’t see much at all then, did you? You could have given me your ticket!

 
Answer the questions.

 1 Which act was happening at the same time as “picking up popcorn”?

 2  When was Dong-sun sleeping?
9

When / While / During

The Magic Show



 Circle the correct answer. 

 1 I missed the concert last night. I was still 
at school  it started.

a while b when

c during d at

 2 The show started  tickets.

a when I buy 

b while I was buying 

c during I bought

d while I buy 

 3 Tom was eating all the food in the 
kitchen  we were watching the 
movie.

a while  b when 

c during  d then

 4 The audience stared  the lion 
taming act.

a when b as

c while d during

 5 When the show was over, everyone .

a clapping and laughter 

b was clapping loudly

c clapped loudly

d while clapping loudly

 6 , everyone was on the edge of their 
seats.

a During he was performing

b During his performance

c When his performance

  d While he performance

When / While / During
When, while  and during link actions together to show time.

When

To connect a longer action to a shorter 
action. He was doing the show when the lights went out.

To link two shorter actions immediately 
following each other. Everybody complained when the lights went out.

While

Used before a verb or verb phrase (longer 
action) to connect it to a shorter action. The lights went out while he was doing the show.

To connect two longer actions happening 
at the same time.

The lights were going out while he was doing the 
show.

During Used before a noun (longer action) to 
connect it to a shorter action. The lights went out during the show.
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The Disappearing Dad Trick

 2  3

The Cut-in-Half Act

 1

 
Work with a classmate. Talk about the actions and events in each picture using 
when, while or during.

3

 

Read the magician’s diary entry and correct the nine mistakes. 
Then listen and check your answers.

The show tonight was really great. While the first part of the show, the audience 

was so enthusiastic. They laughing loudly during I am doing my Crazy Banana Trick, 

and they were clearly have a great time. I always get nervous when the Vanishing 

Act, but today it is going perfectly—no problems at all. And somebody 

volunteered quickly while I asked for someone 

from the audience to help when the Flower 

Gun routine. All in all, a wonderful night as 

a magician!

As can be a more formal way to say when...
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The Money-Out-of-the-Hat 
Routine

Then listen and check your answers.
3 Read the magician’s diary entry and correct the nine mistakes. 
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Complete the passage using the correct form of the words given. Then 
listen and check your answers. 

 
Work with a classmate. Talk about the differences between the opinions in 
Activities F and G. 

5

 

Listen and complete the passage.

Peggy’s Magic Spectacular was not spectacular at all. People 

(1)  shocked when the introduction music 

(2) —it was so (3) ! 

Peggy herself (4)  very disappointing. 

The audience (5)  when she 

(6)  on stage. (7)  

all of this was happening, I (8)  when 

the excitement would start …

Peggy’s Magic Spectacular is a show you shouldn’t miss. The 

magical entertainment (1)  

(2)  the introduction. (3)  

the music (4)  playing, the audience 

(5)  very excited. Then Peggy appeared. 

Rainbow colors streamed across the stage (6)  

she was walking out. It was so exciting!
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when  start  while  get  begin  during
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when  start  while  get  begin  during


